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the ascendancy of London and disclaimed responsibility for
the debts incurred by the Company. The latter's financial
exactions were largely the cause of its difficulties ; yet, as we
have seen, its anomalous legal status made them inevitable1.
To attribute the depression which clouded the last years of
Elizabeth's reign to ' the spirit of monopoly ' fostered by the
Company, is to ignore the effects produced by the war with
Spain2, and the fact that trade revived under James I. when
the Merchant Adventurers were still in possession of their
monopoly. On particular aspects of their policy criticism
may be justly levelled against all the trading companies.
This, indeed, was the line generally taken by their opponents
who dissociated themselves from any desire for * anarchy *
in trade, while demanding that the companies should admit
members upon reasonable terms—" the King's highway of
trade should be opened unto all "—and that their regulations
should not seek ' private ends' 8. But the position of the
Merchant Adventurers, as a whole, must be viewed in relation
to the traditional framework of society in earlier centuries 4,
and not by reference to standards from which we are already
beginning to depart.
(n)
the east india company
The East India Company was the greatest of the joint- Economic
stock companies.   Its political achievements are writ large ^nuoftka
in the history of the British Empire.   Its economic signifi- East India
cance is twofold—first, as a source of national wealth 5;  om any*
secondly, as the organization around which centred most of
the economic controversies of the seventeenth century.   The
Company won early recognition of the' extraordinary benefit'
derived from its trade6;   and its ability to raise loans at
1 Supra, p. 248.	* See infra, vol. iii. 303-305.
8 Misselden, Free Trade (1622), 55 ; Britannia Languens (1680), 72 seq.
Also supra, p. 249.	* Supra, p. 193.
5 For an estimate of the wealth gained by the East India trade, see
infra, vol. iii. 210.
8 The First Letter Book of the East India Company (ed. Birdwood),
470 (1615); Rymer, Foedera, xviii. 965-966 (1628): State Papers Domestic,
1641-1643, p. 67.

